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Abstract—Code repositioning is a well-known method of reducing inefficient off-chip memory accesses by streamlining cache

behavior. Embedded systems with predetermined applications can achieve further improvement with the addition of fast and energy

efficient scratchpad memory (SPM) on chip and moving frequent accesses code and/or data from main memory to SPM. While many

researchers have attempted to either streamline cache accesses or improve the effectiveness of SPM, few studies focus on exploring

their joint synergy. This study proposes integer linear programming (ILP) models that include both code repositioning and SPM code

selection to identify the optimal code layout and reduce energy consumption in embedded systems with a cache and SPM. This study

also proposes a two-stage metaheuristic algorithm. Experimental results reveal that 1) allocating a dedicated portion of the on-chip

SRAM to the SPM is not always better than using a cache-only configuration and 2) it is not trivial to select code objects for the SPM.

As much as 55 percent additional energy can be saved by applying both code repositioning and SPM code selection techniques.

Index Terms—Code layout, embedded systems, energy consumption, scratchpad memory.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

POWER consumption is an important design consideration
for embedded systems. Of all a system’s hardware

components, the memory system occupies a large portion of
the energy budget and on-chip area [1]. Embedded systems
typically use reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
processors which have higher memory requirements than
complex instruction set computer (CISC) processors due to
the low code density and load-store architecture of RISC
processors. To alleviate this problem, RISC processors are
often equipped with large register sets for processor-
memory data transfers. However, the instruction fetch path
does not benefit from this approach. Hence, many studies
aim to improve the performance and energy consumption
of instruction memory hierarchy for RISC processors.

Instruction caches (I-cache) fill the gap between proces-
sors and memory. Since caches are meant to be “transpar-
ent,” compilers and linkers by default do not rearrange the
order of procedures. As a result, procedures with temporal
proximity may accidentally overlap in the cache and cause
frequent replacement of cache blocks. This notorious
phenomenon is called cache thrashing [2]. To limit expensive
instruction cache misses, many studies [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]
explore the benefits of code repositioning at various
granularities, and suggest not leaving the code layout
problem to chance. The underlying concept of this approach
is to place code objects with temporal proximity in suitable
memory addresses to minimize cache thrashings. Instead of
focusing on the granularity of the repositioning unit, this
study seeks the combined benefit of exploiting both cache

and scratchpad memory (SPM) in the instruction memory
hierarchy, creating an approach that is orthogonal to all prior
methods.

Embedded systems know their running software in
advance and usually have predetermined instruction mem-
ory accesses. Therefore, embedded processors such as
ARM11 [8], CELL [9], and ColdFire [10] often include fast
and energy efficient on-chip scratchpad memory [11].
Compilers and programmers can move frequent accesses
code or data blocks to the SPM to further improve the
performance and energy efficiency of embedded systems.
Since the characteristics of a hardware-controlled cache often
complement those of a software-managed SPM, it is inter-
esting to study the synergy creating by incorporating both
code repositioning and SPM code selection techniques. This
paper first presents generic integer linear programming (ILP)
models for identifying the optimal code layout of embedded
systems with cache and SPM. This paper also proposes a
metaheuristic solution based on Tabu search, and compares
the energy consumption of instruction fetches by applying
different code layout schemes.

This paper is organized into six sections: Section 2
describes related research on code layout problems. Section 3
describes three integer linear programming models, which
present the optimal layout for systems with different
memory configurations. Section 4 presents the proposed
two-stage metaheuristic algorithm. Section 5 presents ex-
perimental settings and results. Finally, Section 6 offers the
conclusion.

2 RELATED WORKS

Panda et al. [12] demonstrated the benefits of using both
cache and SPM in embedded systems. This approach
partitions application data variables to disjoint address
spaces occupied by SPM and main memory, making it
possible to reap the combined benefits of both methods. To
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improve the performance of dynamic binary translation in
resource-constrained embedded systems, Baiocchi and
Childers [13] proposed several SPM-aware policies for
storing and replacing the translated code objects in the
instruction cache. Although they mentioned the potential
benefits of using SPM to ease the instruction cache conflicts,
they did not investigate the interplay of SPM and cache.
Ishitobi et al. [14] revealed the benefits of improving cache
behavior by properly rearranging the order of program
objects (code and data) in the memory space into cacheable,
noncacheable, and scratchpad regions. However, their
approach places program objects in compacted contiguous
positions. This is an unnecessary constraint because the
cache mapping rule is governed solely by memory
positions, which determine whether two program objects
compete for the same cache block. Thus, the generalized
approach is to allow gaps in between the program objects in
the main memory which can further ease cache conflicts.
Verma et al. [15] assigned beneficial code objects to the SPM
based on information extracted from instruction trace of a
program. However, this method mandates unselected code
objects to remain in the positions dictated by compilers and
linkers. Hence, there are two major differences between
previous studies and the proposed method: 1) this study
investigates the combined benefits of employing both code
repositioning and SPM code selection simultaneously; and
2) this study gives unselected code objects the freedom of
noncontiguous placement.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Terminology

This study adopts the Harvard architecture depicted in Fig. 1,
assuming scratchpad memory locates on the same level as
the set-associative level-1 (L1) instruction cache. While a
program consists of a number of data and code objects, this
study only considers the layout of code objects. A code object
is allocated to either SPM or main memory depending on the
code layout scheme. If a code object is allocated to the main
memory, it occupies a number of contiguous memory blocks.
Assume that the size of a memory block equals the size of a
cache block. The proposed design always aligns the starting

address of a code object with a memory block to develop
ILP models. This alignment is not necessary for allocating
code objects in the SPM. These assumptions are the same as
adopted in [14], [15], and [16]. This study also develops
ILP models based on the instruction trace, which is a trace log
of the instructions that the processor has executed.

3.2 Objective Function

The goal of this study is to minimize the energy consump-
tion for instruction fetches. As with parameters in Table 1,
there are three possible cases for each instruction fetch:
1) code objects are allocated to the SPM, thus always appear
in the SPM, 2) code objects are allocated to the main
memory, and can be found in the cache, i.e., represent a
cache hit, or 3) code objects are allocated to the main
memory, but cannot be found in the cache, i.e., represent a
cache miss. When the processor fetches the first instruction
in a memory block which does not appear in the cache, the
processor must spend EC�Miss energy to bring the whole
memory block to the cache. If the processor continues to
execute an instruction in the same memory block already in
the cache, the instructions are hits and the processor only
spends EC�Hit energy fetching the instruction. Table 2 lists
the energy consumptions for the three possible cases. Fig. 2a
illustrates that the energy consumed by CPU instruction
fetches in chronological order. Therefore, the figure shows
the energy per CPU instruction fetch versus instruction
trace, instead of the conventional power versus time figure
for a CPU. In other words, the total energy consumption is
computed by summing the energy for all instruction fetches,
rather than integrating of the power over time. Hence, the
area under the energy envelope is the total instruction fetch
energy to be minimized. For the sake of building mathe-
matical models, rearrange the energy consumption for an
instruction trace and organize the instruction accesses into
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Fig. 1. Two-level instruction memory hierarchy.

TABLE 1
Memory Configuration Parameters

TABLE 2
Energy Consumption Parameters for Instruction Fetches



the three aforementioned categories, indicated by vertical
dotted lines, as Fig. 2b shows. The total energy consumption
for an instruction trace is equivalent to the sum of the three
horizontal strips labeled (A), (B), and (C). Since the area of
strip (A), i.e., an SPM hit, is the sum of the base energy that
each instruction must pay regardless of the code layout
schemes, we can safely ignore this layout-invariant portion
in the optimization process and add it back when calculat-
ing the total energy consumption. Hence, this study
optimizes the instruction code layout to minimize the
summation of the two horizontal strip areas (B) and (C).

Strip area (B) is easy to calculate because it represents the
base energy that each instruction must pay if the instruction
is fetched through cache-main memory path. It is only
necessary to determine how many instructions in the code
objects are allocated to the main memory, and then multiply
this number by the height, i.e., EC�Hit � ESPM. To calculate
the strip area (C), it is necessary to count the number of
cache misses. Cache misses only occur when we fetch an
instruction in a memory block that is not yet in the cache.
Once the memory block has been brought into the cache, all
subsequent accesses to instructions in the same memory
block appear in the cache until replaced by another memory
block. Therefore, identifying the memory block that each
instruction belongs to makes it possible to treat the
instruction trace as a sequence of memory block visits and
preserve only the transitions. This extracted memory-block
sequence is called the memory-block trace. With the
memory-block trace, it is possible to examine the memory-
block transitions in the instruction trace and determine the
number of cache misses corresponding to code layout.
Tables 3 and 4 describe the parameters and variables used in
the ILP models.

Objective. Minimize the summation of strip areas (B) and
(C) in Fig. 2b, where strip area (B) is the base energy
consumption for fetching instructions of the code objects
that are allocated to the main memory. The energy
consumption of strip area (B) is

ðEC�Hit � ESPMÞ
XV

J¼1

xjIj: ðO1Þ

Since strip area (C) represents the energy consumption due to
cache misses, calculate this area by multiplying the number of
cache misses and the strip height: EC�Miss � EC�Hit � ESPM.
Use the memory-block trace when calculating the cache
misses. Cache misses occur either because the instruction is

first seen by the processor (a cold miss) or it was replaced
since last brought in to the cache (a conflict miss). Total misses
include the cache misses under both conditions.

1. Cold misses. If the code objects are allocated to the SPM,

there is no cache miss. Otherwise, the first instruction access

to every memory block of the code objects that are allocated

to the main memory results in a cold cache miss. Assume

code object j occupies Bj memory blocks. Denote the

memory blocks of code object j as M1
j ; . . . ;Mk

j ; . . . ;M
Bj

j . Use

parameter Ak
j to indicate whether the memory block Mk

j

appears in the memory-block trace or not. The number of

cold misses is then

XV

j¼1

xj

XBj

k¼1

Ak
j : ðO2aÞ
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TABLE 3
Application- and Profile-Related Parameters

TABLE 4
Decision Variables

Fig. 2. Energy consumption for instruction fetches.



2. Conflict misses. Examine every memory block of all
code objects that are allocated to the memory from their
second access onward, and sum up all conflict misses for
each memory block. In the memory-block trace, memory
block Mk

j appears Ok
j times. Dki

j denotes the set of distinct
memory blocks appearing in between the ði� 1Þth and
ith occurrence of memory block Mk

j in the memory-block
trace. If the number of memory blocks in Dki

j that are
mapped to the same cache set as memory block Mk

j exceeds
the cache associativity, NW, memory block Mk

j must be
evicted by some memory block between the ði� 1Þth and
ith occurrence of Mk

j . In this case, use cmki
j to indicate a

conflict miss occurred. Then, the total number of conflict
misses can be calculated as

XV

j¼1

XBj

k¼1

XOk
j

i¼2

cmki
j : ðO2bÞ

The following sections formulate ILP models according
to whether code repositioning and SPM code selection
techniques are applied.

3.3 Optimal Code Repositioning and SPM Code
Selection

This section presents a generic ILP model incorporating
both code repositioning and SPM code selection techniques.
This model includes the following constraints:

1. Early start. It is necessary to ensure that every code
object can fit in the main memory when assigning the
address of starting memory block, defined as tj, to each
code object j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Vg containing Nj instructions and
occupying Bj memory blocks.

0 � tj � ðSMM � BjÞxj; 8j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Vg: ð1Þ

The code objects selected into the SPM are governed by the
SPM capacity constraint, and does not affect cache behavior.
Therefore, these objects are assigned an arbitrary address of
0 for ease of modeling.

2. SPM capacity. The total size of all code objects allocated
to the SPM must not exceed the SPM capacity:

XV

j¼1

Njð1� xjÞ � SSPM; 8j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Vg: ð2Þ

3. Nonoverlapping in the main memory. For each pair of
code objects ðj; p 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Vg; j < pÞ allocated to the main
memory, the starting memory blocks must be separated
sufficiently from each other to avoid overlapping. Use the
binary variable yjp to denote whether both code objects j and
p are allocated to the main memory. This condition will also
be used later when determining spatial conflicts

yjp ¼ xj ^ xp ffi minðxj; xpÞ; ð3Þ

where yjp can be linearized as

yjp � xj

yjp � xp

xj þ xp � yjp � 1:

Then, use zjp to indicate if code object j is in front of code
object p in the address space:

tj � tp þ zjpSMM � Bpyjp

tp � tj þ ð1� zjpÞSMM � Bjyjp:
ð4Þ

4. Spatial conflict. Two memory blocks Mk
j and Mq

p are
mapped to the same cache set if and only if 1) both code
object j and code object p are allocated to the main memory,
i.e., yjp ¼ 1, and 2) Mk

j and Mq
p residing in locations that are

congruent modulo to the number of sets in the cache, i.e.,
NS [17].

The distance between any two memory blocks Mk
j and

Mq
p residing in address ðtj þ k� 1Þ and ðtp þ q� 1Þ can be

represented as

0 � ½ðtj þ k� 1Þ � ðtp þ q� 1Þ� � ckq
jp NS � NS � 1; ð5Þ

where ckq
jp is a natural number.

This pair of memory blocks is mapped to the same cache
set if they are apart in exact multiples of NS. Use the binary
variable bkq

jp to indicate if memory block Mk
j and memory

block Mq
p are allocated to the addresses congruent modulo

in NS. This relationship can be written in a linearized form
as follows:

ðtj þ k� 1Þ � ðtp þ q� 1Þ � ckq
jp NS � 1� bkq

jp

ðtj þ k� 1Þ � ðtp þ q� 1Þ � ckq
jp NS � ð1� bkq

jp ÞðNS � 1Þ:
ð6Þ

Use a variable

cfkq
jp ¼ yjp ^ bkq

jp ffi min
�
yjp; b

kq
jp

�
ð7aÞ

to represent whether memory-block pairs Mk
j and Mq

p are
mapped to the same cache set. cfkq

jp can be linearized like yjp

in (2)
For memory blocks in the same code object, the

intraobject cache set mapping conflict (i.e., j ¼ p) is simply

bkq
jj ¼

xj; if k � qðmod NSÞ;
0; otherwise:

�
ð7bÞ

5. Temporal conflict miss. Finally, determine whether a
memory block Mk

j still resides in the cache set after the
processor accesses the memory blocks between the ði� 1Þth
and ith occurrence of memory block Mk

j . Use the binary
variable cmki

j , summed in the objective function, to indicate
whether the ith ði 2 f2; 3; . . . ; ok

j gÞ access to memory block
Mk

j ðk 2 f1; 2; . . . ;BjgÞ results in a cache conflict miss.

cmki
j ¼

1; if
P

Mq
p2Dki

j
cfkq

jp � NW;

0; otherwise:

�
ð8Þ

This relationship can be linearized asX
Mq

p2Dki
j

cfkq
jp þ

�
1� cmki

j

�
U � NW

X
Mq

p2Dki
j

cfkq
jp � cmki

j Uþ 1 � NW;

where U is a large number.

3.4 Optimal Code Repositioning for Cache-Only
Configurations

An ILP model considering code layout for cache-only
configurations can easily be obtained from the generic
ILP model mentioned in the previous section. To do this,
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simply remove the constraints (2 and 3) and parameters
related to the decisions of the SPM code selection and
slightly modify the model as described below:

1. Early Start, (1) reduces to

0 � tj � ðSMM � BjÞ; 8j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Vg: ð10Þ

3. Nonoverlapping, by setting yjp ¼ 1, (4) reduces to

tj � tp þ zjpSMM � Bp

tp � tj þ ð1� zjpÞSMM � Bj:
ð40Þ

4. Cache Set Mapping Conflict, (7a) reduces to

cfkq
jp ¼ bkq

jp : ð7a0Þ

(7b) reduces to

bkq
jj ¼

1; if k � qðmod NSÞ;
0; otherwise:

�
ð7b0Þ

With constraints (5, 6, and 8) intact, this leads to the ILP
model of the code layout problem for cache-only systems.

3.5 Optimal SPM Code Selection Based on the
Given Code Positions

An ILP model considering SPM code selection based on the
code positions generated by the compiler/linker can also be
obtained by adjusting the generic ILP model mentioned
above. It is only necessary to modify the first constraint:

1. Early Start, (1) reduces to

tj ¼ tjxj; 8j 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Vg; ð100Þ

where tj is the starting memory block of code object j
ðj 2 f1; 2; . . . ;VgÞ determined by the compiler/linker.
Nonoverlapping constraints are automatically satisfied
since the code objects are either assigned to the SPM or
left intact in the compiled/linked positions. Therefore, the
constraints ensuring nonoverlapping between any pair of
code objects can be ignored. This approach is fundamen-
tally similar to what Verma et al. proposed in [15], and the
experiments in this study use it to compare the extra benefit
of having freedom of code reposition.

3.6 ILP Model Complexity

For the ILP optimization process, the computation time
complexity and memory requirement indeed depend on
both the number of decision variables and the number of
constraints in the model. The resource usage also varies by
parameters used, such as the search strategies (DFS or BFS),
backtracking, and branching strategies (0 first or 1 first).
Unfortunately, there is no simple closed-form analytical
equation relating the aforementioned factors to the compu-
tation time or memory requirement. Therefore, we have
analyzed the asymptotic complexity of our ILP models in
terms of the number of decision variables, the number of
constraints, and code size to estimate the resource usage.

In our models, the number of binary variables is
�ðV2B2Þ, and the number of constraints is �ðV2B2 þ
# conflicting sets Dki

j Þ ðwhere B ¼ max fBjjcode object jg.
In the experiments, to meet computation resource
constraints, a number of numerous techniques can be
used to obtain equivalent but smaller ILP models. We

applied several techniques, mainly mathematical equiva-
lent relationships and a hotspot phenomenon, as exhib-
ited in the benchmarks. The number of binary variables
reduced to �ðV2N2

S Þ, and the number of constraints to
�ðV2N2

S þ# of distinct conflicting setsÞ.

4 HEURISITICS

If we consider the SPM only, and ignore the cache, selecting
suitable code objects into the SPM under the SPM capacity
reduces to a 0-1 Knapsack problem. The code layout
problem described above is thus NP-hard. A commercial
ILP solver—CPLEX [19]—was used to solve the ILP models.
However, due to the NP-hard nature of the problem,
obtaining the optimal solutions within a reasonable time is
often infeasible. In our experiments using synthesized
benchmarks, the standard ILP searching process did not
always yield the optimal solution after hours of computation
using off-the-shelf PCs. Therefore, this study proposes a
metaheuristic algorithm to obtain suboptimal solutions in a
reasonable search time with the ability to avoid becoming
trapped in a local optimum. The solution search includes
two stages: “SPM code selection” and “main memory code
reposition.”

The input to the proposed algorithm is a list of code
objects N sorted in descending order of access density.
Access density is defined as the number of accesses to the
code object divided by its code size. To avoid the bias toward
frequently accessed code objects when selecting code objects
into the SPM, the first “SPM code selection” stage uses the
well-known partial enumeration skill [26]. Cut the sorted
list N into two subsets: a “hotter” subset H and a “cooler”
subset C. Enumerate the hotter part of N, i.e., H, to produce
the power set of H. Besides the elements from the power set
of H in the SPM, place code objects from C greedily into the
slack space left in the SPM. This approach not only retains
the engineering intuition of selecting code objects based on
access density, but simultaneously gives less accessed code
objects a chance to be selected. The second stage uses the
Tabu search method to find good positions in the main
memory for code objects that are not assigned to the SPM.
Part of the reason for adopting a metaheuristic approach,
such as Tabu search, is to avoid traps in the local optimum
that occur in previous heuristic methods [14]. Experimental
results show that these traps remain a serious problem, as
Section 5 shows.

4.1 SPM Code Selection (Partial Enumeration)

Given a list of n code objects N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ng sorted in
nonincreasing order of access density, cut the list N into
two subsets: hotter subset H ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; hg and cooler
subset C ¼ fhþ 1; hþ 2; . . . ; ng, where

h ¼ min d

����Xd

j¼1

Nj � SSPM

( )
:

In other words, h is the point at which the SPM can no
longer hold more code objects in N in a greedy fashion. For
each element F from the power set of H that fits in the SPM
(i.e.,

P
j2F Nj � SSPM). Select code objects from C for the

slack space of the SPM greedily. Thus, form the selected
set S of code objects placed into the SPM.
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4.2 Main Memory Code Reposition Based on Tabu
Search

The positions of the remaining code objects MðM ¼ NnSÞ
in the main memory can be found using the Tabu search
method. For a particular set of code objects M remaining in
the main memory, it is necessary to calculate three things:

1. Number of accesses in M, which can be calculated
by X

j2M

Ii:

2. Number of cold misses in M, which can be
calculated by

X
j2M

XBj

k¼1

Ak
j :

3. Number of conflict misses in M.

To simplify the discussion, suppose there are jMj ¼ m
code objects in M and rename them as

M ¼ f1; 2; . . . ;mg:

With the number of cache sets NS, the memory address can
be viewed as NS equivalent sets. Thus, each layout solution
can be stated as t ¼ ðt1; t2; . . . tmÞ where tj is the starting
memory block address for code object j 2M, and tj 2 f0;
1; . . . ;Ns � 1g. For each layout solution t, the number of
conflict misses is uniquely determined by the memory-block
trace executed. Thus, this is the metric used in comparing
solutions found by Tabu search.

The Tabu search heuristics include the following main
components:

1. Initial Solution, ti, initial iteration i ¼ 0. For simplicity,
use the zero vector t0 ¼ ð0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ to start with the
search since for the metaheuristic such as Tabu search, as
this point is relatively insensitive to the initial solution
[24], [25], and any constructive heuristic such as [23] can
be applied orthogonally to this method.

2. Neighborhood, NðtiÞ. Consider solution t 2 NðtiÞ if it is
within radius r of current center, ti. In other words, t ¼
ðti þ offsetÞ mod NS where offset ¼ ðo1; o2; . . . ; omÞ and oj 2
f0; 1; . . . rg.

Since there are exponential oðrmÞ solutions in NðtiÞ, it is
necessary to confine the search by intelligently sampling the

neighborhood. Hence, this study introduces the following
graph structure to capture the temporal conflict relationship
between code objects in the memory-block trace.

The Temporal Conflict Graph, TCG = ðN;EÞ is a directed
weighted graph. Edge eðp; jÞ 2 E; if MOq

p 2 Dki
j for some q,

k, and i. In other words, there is a potential conflict from
code object p to code object j if any memory block belonging
to code object p appears between two consecutive appear-
ances of any memory blocks of code object j in the memory-
block trace. The edge weight wðp; jÞ increments for each
unique occurrence of such MOq

p 2 Dki
j representing the

possible conflicting severity of code object p to code object j.
Because code repositioning cannot remove intraobject
conflicts, it is not necessary to consider self-loops in TCG,
i.e., there is no edge of type eðj; jÞ.

For illustration, suppose the following memory-block
trace with n ¼ 9:

Here, jk represents memory block k of code object j. We can
construct TCG with N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; 9g as shown in Fig. 3.

Code objects selected for the SPM do not interfere with
cache behavior. Thus, for each set of code object S selected
for the SPM, pull away the constituent elements from TCG
and all the adjacent edges forming the residual TCG,
rTCG ¼ ðM; ErTCGÞ. Assume that S ¼ f4; 8g is placed in the
SPM, leaving its complement M ¼ f1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7; 9g in the
main memory with corresponding rTCG as shown in Fig. 4.

This leads to two connected components {1,2,3,6,7} and
{5,9}. Code objects can be positioned independently in the
connected component since there is no intercomponent
conflict. Without loss of generality, assume rTCG with one
component and define the conflict impact factor of each
code object p 2M as X

ðp;jÞ2Ertcg

cðp; jÞ:

This term indicates how much trouble code object p may
cause for its neighbors. A higher value means that this
object should be settled first. Thus, the code objects in M are
sorted by their conflict impact factor. When sampling the
neighborhood NðtiÞ, similar to the partial enumeration
spirit, the offset corresponding code objects with high
impact factors are allowed to span all the possible values.
For code objects with smaller impact factors, randomly
choose an offset value from f0; 1; . . . ; rg. As a result, a
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constant number of solutions from each neighborhood are
sampled to find the best solution to be used as the center of
the next neighborhood.

3. Tabu Structure (Short term memory). To avoid cycling, the
Tabu search method remembers a small number of visited
solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to devise a structure to
represent previously visited solutions. This Tabu structure
can be derived from rTCG by annotating each node j in rTCG
with its starting address tj, and annotating each edge ðp; jÞ
with ðtp � tjÞmod Ns for p < j. This derived graph is called a
residual Tabu graph, rTG as shown in Fig. 5. The number of
conflict misses is the same for solutions with the same rTG
structure. Hence, using rTG helps avoid cycling and makes it
possible to skip nonprofitable solutions.

4. Aspiration rule. There is no need to devise an aspiration
rule because there is no mis-kill using the proposed Tabu
structure.

5. Intensification rule. Maintain a list of incumbent
solutions and go back to explore their neighborhood
exhaustively with a larger radius value.

6. Diversification rule. To better explore the solution space,
it is necessary to escape from deeply searched areas. Again,
use rTCG to aid the decision to pick a solution in a remote
area in the solution space. For code object p in rTCG with
the highest impact factor, add an offset value NS

d

� �
to its

starting address tp used in the last round. Randomly assign
f0; 1; . . . ; NS � 1g for adjacent nodes to node p. Afterward,
strip away node p with all its adjacent nodes from rTCG
and continue until rTCG is empty. Note that d is the
number of rounds devised to explore the solution space.

7. Stopping rule. Use the maximum computation time
allowed or equivalently the maximum number of iterations
as the stopping rule.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the effectiveness of code reposition-
ing, SPM code selection, and their combined advantages.
The first section describes the simulation environment,
while the second compares the energy reduction and
memory access distribution of benchmark programs using
the proposed ILP models, metaheuristics, and two existing
methods [14], [15].

5.1 Experiment Setting

Fig. 6 illustrates the experimental flow. The first step is to
identify the code objects. To reveal the real benefit of code
layout, all the code (including initialization and libraries

code) in the binary image was considered. For statically
linked programs using precompiled libraries, high-level
semantics are often inaccessible. Thus, this study parses the
disassembled binary images and uses labels such as an
unconditional jump or a return instruction to partition the
program image into code objects. Program executable and
input data were fed into ARM RealView Instruction Set
Simulator (ARM RVISS) to collect instruction traces. Code
object information and executed instruction trace were then
fed into the pluggable optimizer modules. Five modules
were implemented using a memory hierarchy simulator:
1) the proposed three ILP models coupled with CPLEX [19]
optimization engine, 2) the proposed two-stage metaheur-
istic algorithm, and 3) a heuristic algorithm proposed in [14].
The results were then transformed into energy consumption
values according to the energy weights.

The exact access energy of on-chip SRAM and off-chip
SDRAM depends heavily on the detailed system configura-
tion and manufacturing process, and inevitably lead to a
trade-off. To demonstrate the benefits of code layout without
delving into detailed design space exploration or competi-
tive hardware architectures, this study uses simple relative
energy weight of accessing SPM, cache, and SDRAM
memory instead of using tools like CACTI [20]. Several
studies indicate that the relative order of energies for per-
word accessing to SPM, cache of the same size, and cache
line fill energy from SDRAM memory is approximately
1:1.2:50 [15], [21].

Although the proposed methods are applicable to the
general set-associative cache with various associativity, this
study uses a direct-mapped cache as an example. Direct-
mapped caches are attractive because of their good timing
and energy performance, but may suffer severe cache
conflicts. However, properly laying out the code should
make it possible to alleviate this problem while retaining
the desired cache behavior.

Fig. 6 also illustrates how to apply the proposed method.
First, system designers can choose some common SRAM
configurations, each representing a specific partition be-
tween the cache and SPM. The optimizer can assess these
SRAM configurations, and select that which provides the
minimal total instruction fetch energy. The optimizer
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Fig. 5. Residual Tabu graph.

Fig. 6. Code layout optimization and experiment flow.



generates the link script file that provides the layout
information for the code objects. Thus, based on the link
script file, the compiler can recompile the application, and
the loader can preload the code objects destined in the SPM
before the application starts.

5.2 Experimental Results

As mentioned in Section 4, the code layout problem is NP-
hard. To compare the efficiency and effectiveness of layouts
determined by ILP optimization models and heuristic results,
it is necessary to speed up the ILP optimization process.

Thanks to the “hotspot” phenomenon in most practical
applications [18], it is possible to optimize the layout of a
relatively small portion of hot codes. Thus, this section
compares code layout schemes determined using five
different methods:

1. Code repositioning for cache-only configurations.
2. SPM code selection based on the positions that

compiler/linker generates.
3. Code repositioning and SPM code selection.
4. Contiguous layout heuristic proposed in [14].
5. The proposed two-stage metaheuristic.

Among these methods, the first three methods were solved
using an ILP optimization process, whereas the last two
were heuristic approaches.

The ILP optimization process uses the optimal solution
obtained in Section 3.5 to serve as a starting feasible solution
for improvement. Empirically, noninferior code layouts are
obtained within one hour and may be proved optimal with
more time. The proposed two-stage heuristic method can
parallelize the search for each set of selected code objects,
and only requires a few minutes to determine the solution
using a PC. The experiments in this study included the
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TABLE 5
Benchmarks

Fig. 7. Normalized energy consumption (Qsort).
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Fig. 8. Normalized energy consumption (BasicMath).

Fig. 9. Normalized energy consumption (FFT).



heuristic proposed by Ishitobi et al. in [14] to test the
potential benefit of a noncontiguous layout.

Table 5 lists benchmarks selected from MiBenchy [22]
and ARM RealView Development Suitez [8]. Code objects
were considered hot if they were executed more than
one percent of total executed instruction count. Table 5
shows that over 90 percent of total execution time falls in
about 10 percent of all the code objects occupying 15-40
percent of the original code size.

The total on-chip SRAM budget was decided by setting
the cache hit ratio from 90-95 percent for the original
unoptimized trace of each benchmark. Moreover, various
SRAM budget splits between cache and SPM were tested to
assess the sensitivity of different methods toward energy
consumption. Energy consumption levels were normalized
to those of the corresponding original trace for each
benchmark in which the entire on-chip SRAM was used
as cache to reveal the effects of considering only the hot
code objects. If the normalized energy is higher than 1, it
indicates that more code objects shall be considered in the
layout process.

Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10 show the normalized energy
consumptions with the percentage of accesses residing in
the SPM by applying five different layout schemes under
various splits of total on-chip SRAM budgets. To test the
benefit of dedicating a portion of the SRAM budget to the
SPM, the normalized energy consumption of

1. Method 1 corresponds to code repositioning in cache-
only configuration served as the horizontal watershed
(represented as a dashed line in each figure). If the
normalized energy consumption of some SRAM
budget split with applied method is higher than this
watershed, it means that the method under this split is
not beneficial. If all methods result in higher values, it
indicates that splitting out SPM is not beneficial.

2. Method 2 corresponds to SPM code selection based
on the positions that the compiler/linker generates.

3. Method 3 corresponds to code repositioning and
SPM code selection.

4. Method 4 corresponds to contiguous layout heuristic
proposed in [14].

5. Method 5 corresponds to the proposed two-stage
metaheuristic.

The normalized energy for various cache-SPM config-

urations appears as bars, while dots represent the percen-

tage of accesses residing in the SPM.
The experiments in this study yielded seven interesting

observations:

1. Repositioning hot code objects can reduce instruction
fetch energy by 11-60 percent for the tested bench-
marks, based on 58 different SRAM budget splitting
scenarios. The actual effect depends on individual
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Fig. 10. Normalized energy consumption (Dhrystone).



benchmark and compiler characteristics. However,
code repositioning is generally beneficial to cache
behavior, agreeing with numerous prior studies.

2. Incorporating SPM into the memory hierarchy is
mostly, but not always, beneficial. Of the 58 tested
splitting scenarios, only six showed that there is no
way to reduce energy consumption comparing to
that of applying code repositioning to the cache-only
configuration. These six splitting scenarios share
no obvious features. Benchmark CacheSize_SPMSize
notation was used to indicate the benchmark, the
cache, and SPM sizes. In two cases, the SRAM budget
was large and the SPM split was comparatively small
(Qsort 1792 256 and 1536 512). The SPM share was
comparatively large in three cases (BasicMath
256 1280 and 256 768; FFT 256 768). In one case, the
SRAM budget was small (BasicMath 256 256).

3. It is difficult to select code objects for the SPM. As
Verma et al. [15] indicated in their cache-aware SPM
code selection research, greedily selecting the most-
executed code objects into the SPM may not be the
best strategy. Selecting code for the SPM becomes
even more complicated if code objects are allowed to
be repositioned. A comparison of the results of
method 2 (SPM Code Selection) and method 3 (Code
Repositioning and SPM Code Selection) reveals the
effects of code repositioning freedom. In five cases,
selecting cooler code objects for the SPM is beneficial.
There are 31 cases where same code objects were
assigned to SPM indicating the improvement comes
from code repositioning solely. In 22 cases, hotter
code objects were able to be selected, leading to better
SPM utilization given code repositioning freedom.
This suggests that the design space of optimal split is
not smooth.

4. The benefit of having a noncontiguous layout over
contiguous restriction is significant. Comparing
heuristic methods 4 and 5 shows that noncontiguous
layouts achieve better performance in 49 of 58 sce-
narios. In theory, a contiguous layout is a special
case of noncontiguous layout, so these results are
not surprising. In the 49 cases, we outperformed at
maximum 90 percent and 23 percent in average
whereas for the nine loosing cases, we only loose by
maximum of six percent and 1.6 percent in average.
The reason why the nine noncontiguous layout cases
performed worse than a contiguous layout is that the
proposed heuristic chose hotter code objects for the
SPM when cooler code objects lead to better energy
consumption. Since the first stage of the proposed
two-stage metaheuristic chooses code object funda-
mentally based on their access density, objects in C
were picked greedily into the slack space which may
block cooler objects from being selected for the SPM
when they should have. Thus, by exploring the
solution space partially, there is chance of missing
better solutions. Thus, enlarging the enumeration set
makes it possible to achieve better results, with a
trade-off in computation cost.

5. Heuristic algorithms may be trapped in local optima.
An obvious case of this problem appeared in
BasicMath 1792_256. There is no access residing in
the SPM indicating no code object was assigned to

the SPM. However, it is clear that having any code
objects with size smaller than the SPM capacity is
beneficial both in terms of less access energy and
reducing conflicts with other code objects. Thus, this
study proposes a metaheuristic such as Tabu search
to avoid these traps.

6. The result of swapping and compacting code
sequence is sometimes worse than not reordering
code object positions and leaves the code layout
noncontiguous. A comparison of the results obtained
using method 2 (SPM Code Selection using compi-
ler/linker given position) and method 4 (Contiguous
layout by swapping code objects) reveals 14 cases in
which using compiler/linker given position is better
than swapping code objects around by maximum of
39 percent and average of 15.4 percent. This suggests
not overlooking the benefit of noncontiguous layout.

7. The ILP optimization process is time consuming and
may halt progress indefinitely. The experiments in
this study show that the ILP optimizing solution
discovery duration increases annoyingly and often
halts progress completely after running for a while.
This is probably due to difficulty of finding a feasible
solution in the branch-and-cut process given the
enormous number of constraints. However, heuristics
can explicitly enumerate the solution and only require
enough computation time to evaluate the quality of
the solution, which is a much easier approach.
Targeting only on the few hot code objects using
heuristic algorithms can successfully identify better
quality solutions than the ILP optimization process.

Finally, Table 6 summarizes 1) the benefit of having a
dedicated SPM over the cache-only configuration and 2) the
additional energy saving of having the freedom to reposition
code objects over using compiler/linker given positions. For
FFT and Dhrystone, an SRAM budget of 512 bytes (marked
as NA) is too small to have meaningful improvement. Thus,
the SRAM budget started at 1,024 bytes. Tables 6a and 6b
compare the net benefit obtained using methods 3 and 5
(italicized in parenthesis) with that of methods 1 and 2,
respectively.

Table 6a demonstrates whether partitioning out SPM is
favorable over using the entire SRAM as cache using code
repositioning (method 1). For SRAM budgets with positive
maximum value entries, having SPM is beneficial in most
cases. However, for configurations with negative improve-
ment range entries, such as 512 bytes, there is no benefit of
partitioning SPM even if code repositioning and code
selection are used. Table 6b demonstrates the importance of
considering both code repositioning and SPM code selec-
tion at the same time, as opposed to considering only
SPM code selection using compiler-given positions (method
2). The energy saving headroom available is usually more
than 10 percent, which is quite significant, and can be as
large as 55.1 percent for FFT with an SRAM budget of 1,536
bytes and 75.7 percent using method 5 for Qsort with an
SRAM budget of 1,024 bytes.

The discussion above shows that selecting the best code
object for the SPM is not easy, and giving code objects the
freedom to rearrange themselves can significantly improve
performance. Hence, the layout choice of repositioning and
SPM code selection should be considered simultaneously
instead of in separate stages.
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From both the average and maximal data listed in
Table 6a, we can see that Qsort performs the lowest,
whereas Dhrystone performs the highest when we use the
ILP solver. This characteristic can be explained by
observing the “Hotness” column in Table 5 which equals
to “Exe. Time” divided by “Hot Code Size.” We sorted the
benchmarks according to this ratio. Qsort has the least
degree of hotspot behavior in the four tested benchmarks,
having 91.9 percent of the execution time spread over
38.53 percent of the code. By contrast, Dhrystone con-
sumed 96.82 percent of the execution time over a much
smaller portion (15.28 percent) of the code, signifying that
benchmarks exhibiting a higher hotspot or repeated
pattern can be optimized more easily by the ILP solver.

This finding justifies the characteristic of the ILP solver
that attempts to prune as much solution space as possible,
thus often performing searches and backtracking in greedy
fashion. Conversely, our heuristic method conducts the
search in the solution space more thoroughly with a guided
sampling; thus, it is not restricted by such a factor.
Therefore, solutions found by our heuristic method depend
more on the granularity of code objects, compiler options,
and memory configuration, which are the design space
exploration issues discussed below.

From the experimental results, we observed that the
improvement depends on the characteristics of the target
application, SRAM partition between the cache and SPM,
and granularity of code objects. However, due to limited

knowledge at present, we did not delve further into this
design space exploration issue and did not optimize SRAM
partitions and code object sizes for a specific target
application. Design space exploration may very well be our
next goal. In this study, we focused on optimizing the code
layout of embedded systems, and illustrated the possible
improvement under a given cache and SPM configuration.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an optimal code layout for embedded
systems with a cache and SPM. The proposed ILP models
address layout problems under different memory config-
urations. Results demonstrate that layout determined using
code repositioning and SPM code selection simultaneously
offers better results than that using only the SPM code
selection technique. The benefit of energy saving is mani-
fested by either capturing the conflicting sets that occur
relatively frequently in the SPM or rearranging the conflict-
ing objects into less contended cache sets. The proposed
methods minimize energy consumption by reducing expen-
sive cache misses, which also helps improve performance.
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